FELIX: A Journal of Media Arts & Communications announces

RISK/RIESGO

a compilation of video shorts by Mexican and U.S. artists

TWO DISTINCT PROGRAMS:

Program #1 / Pose for Me - 12 works that deal with portraiture through performance and story telling, often revealing a wish, desire, or a fear.

Art Jones, Blow #2
Miranda July, Getting Stronger Every Day
Silvia Gruner, Table Garden
Nao Bustamante, Sans Gravity
Ricardo Nicolayevsky, Lost Portraits
Julia Barco, Beer and Hankies
Matt Wolf, Golden Gums
Ho Tam, 99 Men
Animal Charm, Il Mouille
Miguel Calderón, Inverted Star (Possessed)
Hector Pacheco, 12 Violent Deaths of Contemporary Artists: Vol. 1
Harrell Fletcher, NY Sun Glints

Program #2 / Power Positions - 15 works that look at power in the cunning and controlling hands of executioners, the police, or the media. This set also looks at death as a site of manipulation and dominance.

Claudia Prado, Spanking the Jello
Vicente Razo, Fuck You
Art Jones, Over Above
Alex Rivera, A Visible Border
Ivan Edeza, Dead Nun and On Business and Pleasure
Lorena Wolffer, While We Were Sleeping (The Juarez Case)
Teresa Margolles, Globs on the Skin
Andres Villalobos, Sub
Roberto López Flores, Portrait of the Crisis Generation
Carolina Esparragoza, The Martian That I Saw
Video FX, Rabbit in the Forest and Spiderman
Ximena Cuevas, La Tombola
Nathan Gibbs, 0v3r104d

The DVD is released in conjunction with the book project RISK/RIESGO (Vol. 2, No. 3). For more information about the book, please visit www.e-felix.org. RISK/RIESGO is published by The Standby Program, 135 West 26th St, 12th Fl, New York, NY 10001. Phone (212) 206-7858.